
Protect Nebraska Children

Who We Are:

The Protect Nebraska Children Coalition (PNCC) is a Nebraska-funded and Nebraska-led grassroots

organization. We are a coalition of like-minded moms, dads, grandparents, and professionals who are willing

to get involved, educate ourselves and others, and make a difference in the quality and trajectory of

education in Nebraska.

Our Mission:

PNNC exists to protect the health and innocence of children and the fundamental rights of parents to direct

the education, healthcare, and upbringing of their children.

Our History:

In March 2021, the Nebraska Department of Education (NDE) quietly released draft 1 of their proposed state

health standards. Watchful citizens quickly recognized the blatant comprehensive sexuality education (CSE)

and covert critical race theory (CRT) contained in these standards. Thus, in April of 2021, a small group of

concerned parents began to work together to advance parental rights in education and oppose the harmful

effects of prioritizing political agendas over true education and a love for learning in our Nebraska classrooms.

The Protect Nebraska Children Coalition (PNCCC) was formed to address and oppose these political agendas.

Using a website, petition, and social media, a small group of parents began educating and mobilizing

concerned citizens across the state. Thousands joined the effort to testify at state board meetings and

petition state and local politicians, as well as their local school boards. They employed research, facts, and

personal anecdotes to advocate for all Nebraska students and teachers. Finally, in September of 2021, the

NDE voted to indefinitely postpone the health standards. PNCC claimed a small victory, but knew our efforts

in safeguarding the educational integrity of Nebraska’s children had only just begun.

Our Future:

Realizing that real change must also occur at the ballot box, a political action committee was formed: Protect

Nebraska Children PAC (PNC PAC).

PNC PAC has allowed citizens to recruit candidates for state and local school board races. The PNC

PAC-endorsed candidates are posted on the website pnc-pac.com. All of the PNC PAC-endorsed state board of

education candidates have advanced through the primary, as well as 75% of the locally endorsed school board

candidates. We look forward to the upcoming general election and would love for you to join us in our efforts!

PNCC continues to provide oversight at state and local school board meetings, and endeavors to keep parents

informed of the continuing political threats to Nebraska’s educational system.
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